Energy Cost Reduction Project Implementation

Project Management and
Program Delivery
The Challenge
Most companies lack in-house expertise or staff who are solely
dedicated to energy efficiency projects. The fact that your in-house staff
will be busy in day-to-day operations and may not have enough time, or
perhaps the skill set, to oversee the implementation and management of
energy retrofit projects, makes it challenging to ensure the success of
these projects. Internal resources engaged in project management of
large-scale energy cost reduction projects often face problems in
balancing their normal duties with these additional responsibilities,
resulting in either slippage of critical timelines or missing on quality
inspections of the implementation which can cost your company
significant amounts in terms of missed savings or missed incentives
dollars.

Issues
•

Lack of internal resources
to manage energy retrofit
projects.

•

Do not have proper skill
set or subject matter
expertise to handle various
streams of the project

•

Faster implementation is
required to secure energy
cost reductions sooner as
the cost of waiting is too
high

Engaging a third-party entity right from the start of the project helps in
establishing a process that will ensure a smooth and successful program
delivery, while achieving the promised energy and costs savings within
the desired financial metrics. A third-party project management team
which has subject matter experts can compliment your core team to
deliver the results on time and duly verified,

•

Coordination between
large number of moving
pieces (vendors and
products) is difficult to
manage

How Star Energy can help you

•

Fixing accountability and
risk management in case
of non-performance

•

Having energy efficiency
projects as a new nonintegrated process in the
organization.

The Opportunity

Star Energy’s team includes subject matter experts with project
management skills and hands-on experience – and these resources are
dedicated to your projects. This service typically involves interactions
with your own technical staff, evaluation of multiple vendors to ensure
the best technologies and pricing and working with your preferred
suppliers and service providers.

Major Activities Performed

Leveraging internal resources to extract information
across mutliple departments
Development of service level agreements and
service standards to secure best price and quality

Benefits
•

Fixes accountability for
the delivery of the
project value on time
with quality checks

•

Provides the
necessary resources
to smoothly implement
projects, with minimal
disruption to your
resources.

•

Streamlines reporting
and facilitate better
communication
between team
members

•

Project management
fee are a part of the
overall project cost
which can be eligible
for utility incentives

•

Subject matter experts
are available on the
team to address any
issues and provide
alternate
arrangements where
required

Providing technical support to the implementation
teams
Regular reporting and site visits to ensure that the
project is completed on time and within budget
Preparing a proper set of documentation that will serve
as a reference for future projects/ new developments

Process
Initial review to
assess
requirements

SOW development
and outlining
deliverables

Project handover /
documentation

Reporting and
progress update

Star Energy is an energy management company specializing in delivering comprehensive energy cost reduction programs throughout North America. Our
experience in working with major clients has helped us to develop customizable programs that not only maximize returns on retrofit capital but also improve
asset values and the life of mechanical and electrical systems. We have worked with major utilities across the US and Canada to optimize the eligibility of our
programs for incentives to reduce implementation costs and improve paybacks. Part of our program customization relates to our client’s annual energy reduction
targets and their available retrofit capital.
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